
Accelerate Discovery



We help agile brands 
discover new thinking and ideas 

to fuel their growth… fast
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Stretchy
Samples diverse and 

inspiring sources

Smart
AI that accelerates 
human expertise

Global
Covers 60 
languages

Fast
From 3 days…brief 

to delivery

Low-cost
From £5k and £1.5k 

per market
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Discover.ai was created by brand people, for brand people

Our team have years of experience in insight, brand 
strategy, innovation, cultural analysis and semiotics 

+ Founded Summer 2017

+ Unique AI tool

+ Over 120 projects since launch

+ Across 30 markets *

+ Clients rate us 4.7 out of 5 **

+ Worked with over 20 global brands

* UK, US, France, Spain, Brazil, Chile, Indonesia, India, China, Japan, South Korea and more
** “would use discover.ai again” - Based on over 60 client ratings 

“Fantastic level of insight 
in amazingly quick time...I 
wish we had this tool 
years ago!”

“The speed and power of 
AI is also layered by 
clever human analysis”
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➀ Question ➁ Expertise ➂ Sources ➃ Discovery ➄ Springboards ➅ Energy
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How discover.ai works

We start by defining the key question at the heart of 
the brand challenge

Theme and 
trends
e.g. What’s the future of naturals 
and how can we be differentiate 
in this space?

Purpose and 
positioning
e.g. What does saving time mean 
to people and what does it mean 
to give time back?

Ideation and 
innovation
e.g. What can we learn from chefs 
about playing a greater role in 
Scratch cooking?

Target 
Immersion
e.g. What are the experiences of 
women have with long hair 
throughout their lives?

Comms and 
Activation
e.g. How can we make the idea of 
kids adventure resonate with 
parents?

Cultural
immersion
e.g. How do we better connect 
with African Americans in the US?

Typical use cases
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How discover.ai works

We use AI to accelerate human expertise not to 
automate or replace it

Jonathan 
Williams
25 years in the insight 
and brand strategy 
industry as a 
consultant, company 
director, and 
entrepreneur

Sophie
Wright
23 years brand building 
experience gained 
client-side, as an 
agency director and 
working as an 
independent 

Alice 
Matthews
Qual researcher with a 
passion for people, 
trends and culture 
having studied 
anthropology at Oxford 
University and UCL

Hannah
Marcus
Semiotician and qual 
researcher, currently 
adding to her love of 
cultural insight with a 
Cultural and Critical 
Studies MA at Birkbeck

Just some of our team
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How discover.ai works

We sample rich, diverse sources from across the 
globe, choosing only those that bring the insight and 
inspiration needed to stretch our thinking

60 languages from markets 
that represent 90% of the 
world’s GDP

We have already run projects 
in UK, US, Germany, France, 
Spain, Indonesia, Thailand, 
Vietnam, China, Indonesia, 
Japan, South Korea and 
Chile and Brazil

Brand 
websites

Online 
magazines

Government 
and 

organization 
websites

Expert blogs

Influencer 
blogs

Consumer 
blogs and 

forums

Internal 
documents  
and reports

And more…

Example sourcing areas
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How discover.ai works

Discover helps us explore patterns and make 
unexpected connections & creative leaps… fast

‘ ’ …

…

…

… ‘ ’…

1. Discover reads thousands of pages and millions of words downloaded from diverse and inspiring 
sources

2. And summarises them into 000s of themes, the backbone for navigating the content

3. We explore these themes using semantic ‘nudges’, helping us evolve our hypotheses…

4. … and our human drivers of opportunity model to dig into the underlying needs

5. Each theme contains quotes from multiple sources and markets, all in one place… 

6. …which we read to discover the key ‘nuggets’… grouping them into buckets - like post-it noting in a 
workshop

7. These buckets become opportunity springboards, each brought to life though titles, quotes and 
images
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How discover.ai works

You get stretchy and inspiring springboards… each 
one a new way of thinking, opportunity and the start-
point for ideation

+ Quotes Page
Includes 10 sub themes for each springboard. Each 
Sub theme carries a quote from the source material 
and a summary title. Each sub theme is chosen to 
support the overall springboard…AND looks to 
introduce something new to inspire ideas in new and 
interesting directions. Colour codes tell you the 
source for each sub theme

+ Landing Page
Links the springboard back to the underlying 
questions and challenge. Tells you how the 
opportunity can be unlocked. Combines the results 
of the analysis with the experience and judgment of 
your brand expert

+ Image Themes
When included within the analysis this includes visual 
representations of the opportunity area based on 
images collected from the same sources 
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How discover.ai works

We can also quantify the Energy of the springboards, 
a measure of their potential with your target 
consumers

+ We show the individual quotes from the springboards 
to 1,000 consumers from research panel providers -
in a single market or across markets - to gauge each 
quote’s “Energy”

+ This allows us to effectively size the potential of the 
springboards based on the pattern of response 
across quotes. 

+ It’s a better approach to sizing opportunity because 
it’s based on a more intuitive ‘system 1’ response to a 
broad set of stimulus rather than rational testing of 
research statements 



Case Study

Exploring the opportunity theme of differentiating in Naturals
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Case Study

Exploring communication platforms in kids adventure
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The human drivers of opportunity



+ The fundamental insights into human nature that help us 
understand how new products, experiences, trends and 
technologies can be made relevant to the lives of 
everyday people and so accelerate growth

+ It was created by analysing hundreds of springboards 
made up of thousands of source ‘quotes’

+ We use this framework both as a lens of analysis to 
quickly access content based on the underlying driver, 
and also to map back springboards from a project to 
place them in their broader context of underlying needs
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Accelerate is our model of the 
human drivers of opportunity



The Human Need for each driver is…
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Discover.ai from as little as £5k and 3 days from brief to delivery

Costs are exclusive of VAT and expenses
This cost is based on using Discover.ai to get to the most inspiring content as quickly and efficiently as possible. There is no commitment to read all the content or 
that any one source will be represented in the outputs. Briefing and presentation are done by telephone online unless otherwise agreed
** This cost is based on the UK or US – cost and timings may vary for other markets 

Deliverables

CORE
10-15 SPRINGBOARDS – UK/US ENGLISH * 
(Springboards include a quotes page and landing page, 8+ working days brief to delivery, web based debrief)

£5k  

+ EXPRESS Delivered in 5+ working days or 3+ working days (UK and US only) +£2k / +£3k

+ STORY DECK Additional content and reworking of springboards (max +20 pages) +£2k 

+ SIGNALS 10-15 visual mood boards or codes based on analysis of online images +£2k (boards) or £4k (codes)

+ FACE-2-FACE Face to face presentation of springboards +£2k (+ travel)

Markets

+ GLOBAL Creating a global set of 10-15 pages / springboards across the markets +£1.5k per market

+ SUPER-SIZE Increase to up to 30 pages / springboards for more richness per market +£3k 

+ MARKET SPECIFIC A set of 10-15 springboards per market to do explore market nuance +£5k / £6.5k per market

Additional services

+ ENERGY Swipe right / left survey based validation of springboards (per market**) +£6k+ per market (POA)

+ LIVE Multimedia delivery of springboards including video +£2k



Jonathan Williams
+44 7734 563 541

jonathan@discover.ai


